"I'm On My Way To Mandalay."

Including Patriotic Version.

Words by ALFRED BRYAN.

Music by FRED. FISCHER.

By The Writers of "PEG O' MY HEART"

Moderato

1. One night love, far away
2. All night long, by the sea

Land of Mandalay, Mandalay, Mandalay,

Her love
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THE LATEST PARISIAN ONE-STEP

"A ZUT ALORS" (As You Please)

Makes One-Stepping A Pleasure
waving trees kiss the ocean breeze
world will seem just a love
pal good bye, kiss your gal goodbye, Little

Garden fair, 'mid the roses there, I'm goin' to find some
ever stray far from Man-dalay, I'll live for one who
girl in blue, kiss your boy adieu, When duty calls that's

one who waits for me across the sea,
lives alone for me, in days to be,
when I'm feeling blue, red, white and blue.

CHORUS

1. I'm on my way to Man-da-lay, Beneath the sheltering palms I
(Part) 2. I want to go to Mex-i-co, Beneath the Stars and Stripes to

THE NEWEST DANCING SENSATION
THE "URIEL" MAXIXE
(La Mattchiche Brésilienne)
I want to stray, Oh, let me live, and love for aye, On that
fight the foe, Just say good-bye, don't ask me why, Can't you

Island far away; I'm sentimental for my
hear the bugles blow? For Love and Duty, just for

Oriental love, so sweet and gentle, That's why I'm
Love and Duty, not for Spanish beauty, That's why I

on my way to Mandalay, I've come to say "Good bye." I'm goodbye._
want to go to Mexico, I've come to say "Good bye." I say goodbye._

Something "New" but "Different"

"CHAPEL CHIMES" - Reverie.
Introducing that fascinating CHIME EFFECT

Be sure to get a copy - you will thoroughly enjoy it.